Intracellular Enzyme-Triggered Assembly of Amino Acid-Modified Gold Nanoparticles for Accurate Cancer Therapy with Multimode.
Multiple amino acid (glutamine and lysine)-modified gold nanoparticles a with pH-switchable zwitterionic surface were fabricated through coordination bonds using ferrous iron (Fe2+) as bridge ions, which are able to spontaneously and selectively assemble in tumor cells for accurate tumor therapy combining enzyme-triggered photothermal therapy and H2O2-dependent catalytic medicine. These gold nanoparticles showed electric neutrality at pH 7.4 (hematological system) to prevent endocytosis of normal cells, which could be positively charged at pH 6.8 (tumor microenvironment) to promote the endocytosis of tumor cells to these nanoparticles, performing great tumor selectivity. After cell uptake, the specific enzyme (transglutaminase) in tumor cells would catalyze the polymerization of glutamine and lysine to cause the intracellular assembly of these gold nanoparticles, resulting in an excellent photothermal property for accurate tumor therapy. Moreover, the Fe2+ ion could decompose excess hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in tumor cells via the Fenton reaction, resulting in a large amount of hydroxyl radicals (·OH). These radicals would also cause tumor cell damage. This synergetic therapy associating with high tumor selectivity generated an 8-fold in vitro cytotoxicity against tumor cells compared with normal cells under 48 h incubation with 10 min NIR irradiation. Moreover, in vivo data from tumor-bearing nude mice models showed that tumors can be completely inhibited and gradually eliminated after multimode treatment combining catalytic medicine and photothermal therapy for 3 weeks. This system takes advantage of three tumor microenvironment conditions (low pH, enzyme, and H2O2) to trigger the therapeutic actions, which is a promising platform for cancer therapy that achieved prolonged circulation time in the blood system, selective cellular uptake, and accurate tumor therapy in multiple models.